RHAPZODÉ 2005
Compile and distribute your presentation with ease
WHAT IS RHAPZODÉ?

- Rhapzodé is a compiler for Microsoft PowerPoint, turning PowerPoint presentation files (.PPT) onto native Windows .EXE executable programs which can be run stand alone on systems which don't have PowerPoint installed.
WHY COMPILE?

- Compiling adds a certain level of security and control to your otherwise open PowerPoint presentations. The compilation process itself is straightforward and you, the author, can add as much enhancement and control as you see fit.
ENHANCING WITH RHAPZODÉ

- Add synchronized media to each slide
- Encrypt the contents to prevent modification
- Tamperproofing to stop anyone changing licence or contents
- Add licence terms to your presentation
- Licence compiled presentations to specific customers
- Licence tracing
- Presentation branding options with logo's or photos
- Enforce presentation expiry dates